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Matthew 16:13-23:39  

 

Matthew 16:13-20 

Who do people say that the Son of Man is?  You are the Messiah, the Son of the Living God. 
 

In Mark … Who do people say that I am?  You are the Messiah. 

In Luke … Who do the crowds say that I am?  The Messiah of God. 
 

In Matthew more significance is given to Peter than in the other gospels. 

 God honored this man to be the recipient of the revelation of Jesus’ identity. 

 You are petros (a stone) and on this petra (rock) I will build by church. 

 Peter was the unique foundation for the church (the chief missionary of the Easter message). 

 He would have the joyful task of leading many into the kingdom.  

 Through his preaching he would open doors.  
 

The Greek word for church is ekklēsia. 

It was used frequently to describe the community of God’s people. 

It did not have the same context as our present institutional church. 
 

The gates of Hades is poetic language for the power of death.  The congregation of the new 

covenant will persist into the age to come despite the powers of darkness to destroy it. 
 

For Roman Catholics this text is the one used to legitimize the succession of popes. 

The Reformers understood the rock to be the faith of Peter. 

Peter appears first in all the New Testament lists of the apostles. 

 With his strengths and weaknesses Peter represents ordinary Christians. 

 Along with Peter we strive (yet often fail) to be loyal followers of Jesus. 

 We affirm our faith in Jesus but cannot quite understand why the cross was so necessary. 

 

Matthew 16:21-28 

The confession of Peter includes the first solemn announcement that Jesus must suffer death. 

From this point to the triumphal entry into Jerusalem the emphasis is placed on Jesus 

preparing the disciples for his death.  It is also a theological statement and serves as the 

occasion for important instruction concerning what Jesus’ death means for his followers. 
 

In this first announcement the passion is designated as a necessity.  Jesus must suffer and die but 

no reason is given.  It is not until the third announcement that we learn that the death of the 

Messiah will have saving power. 

 Nothing in their background prepared the disciples for Jesus to suffer a shameful death. 

 Jesus was expected to inflict suffering and death on the enemies of Israel. 

 Jesus was not to experience it himself. 
 

In Matthew the disciples are incapable of hearing anything beyond the negative part. 

In the Greek, Jesus’ harsh response to Peter echoes the end of the temptation narrative. 

 Satan tried to persuade Jesus to disobey God at the beginning of his ministry. 

  Now it is Peter who tries to convince Jesus that it is not necessary for him to suffer. 

 In this case Jesus is telling Peter not to stand in his way but (instead) follow him to the cross. 



 Once again we see the word skandalon or stumbling block. 

 Simon (the Stone) has placed himself in front of Jesus and becomes a rock to stumble over. 

 In human terms, the cross will become a scandal but it is an indispensable part of God’s plan. 
 

Following Jesus means being subordinate only to God. 

Bearing our cross means we follow the crucified Lord without fear.  

 We are to accept ridicule and hostility from others. 

 We must be prepared to be rejected. 

 We learn how to remain obedient to God in a disobedient world. 

 

Matthew 17:22-27 

The second passion announcement is the briefest of the three. 

In the first announcement it was necessary for Jesus’ death to comply with the will of God.   

In the second announcement, the Son of Man will be delivered up into human hands. 

As before the resurrection will have to be experienced before it can be understood. 
 

The religious tax collectors ask Peter if Jesus paid the temple tax (a half-shekel). 

Jesus argues that he and his followers are children of the great king. 

 Once more we see the Greek word – skandalizo – which means give offense to. 

 It is suggested that in Matthew this story was added. 

 It was to be his prelude to his discourse on church discipline (Chapter 18). 
 

Matthew 18:1-35 

This chapter constitutes the fourth of five great discourses that end with … 

When Jesus had finished these sayings 
  

References to the 5 great discourses:  

 Matthew 5:1-7:29  The Sermon on the Mount 

 Matthew 10:1-42  Travel Instructions 

 Matthew 13:1-53  Parables of the Kingdom 

 Matthew 18:1-35  Life Together in the Church 

 Matthew 23-25  The End of Times 
 

The little ones refer to the believers who are in danger of being scandalized. 

Those responsible for causing little ones to fall away are threatened with eternal damnation. 
 

In the temptations to sin we again see the Greek word – skandalon – stumbling block. 

As in 5:29-30 we are not to take the references to the body literally. 

Believers are warned to exercise proper self-discipline. 

The end result of yielding to various temptations may well cut us off from the community. 

For us to abandon Christ is to put ourselves beyond the sphere of God’s forgiving grace. 

If we encourage weak believers to join us in harmful behavior we are also responsible. 

 

Matthew 19:3-12 

Jesus departs from Galilee and comes into the region of Judea beyond the Jordan. 

He is on his way to Jerusalem where he must die. 

He is still followed by large crowds. 

In Matthew this phase of Jesus’ ministry started with the confession of Peter. 

Jesus will continue to focus of his twelve disciples and not on the crowds. 
 



The Pharisees have been absent from the narrative since before the confession of Peter. 

They reappear with a hostile intent. 

Just as they tested Jesus in 16:1 so now they test him with a question about marriage / divorce. 

 Modern Jewish scholars have shown that Jesus’ answer did not challenge the Torah. 

 As in other cases, Jesus interprets one passage by referencing other scriptural passages. 
 

In Matthew Jesus first presents the original will for marriage. 

Next he addresses the significance of the passage from Deuteronomy. 

 Deuteronomy acknowledges the existence of divorce and attempts to regulate it. 

 The Pharisees believe if there is to be a divorce it must be accompanied by a legal document. 

 This left the door open for women to remarry. 

 Jesus corrects his opponents by pointing out that Moses did not command divorce. 

 Moses permitted divorce as a concession to the sinful state of humanity. 

 It was not the plan but comes as a result of the fall of Adam and Eve. 
 

For the most part of Christian history, this version of Jesus’ teaching has been the law for church. 

Most of our denominations have abandoned the enforcement of this standard. 

 We still affirm the intention of God that marriages remain a lifelong commitment. 

 We acknowledge that in a sinful world this ideal may often be unattainable. 

 

Matthew 20:17-28 

Remember the definition of the gospel is a passion narrative with an extended introduction. 

In this chapter we hear the third passion announcement. 

 It has many more details than the first two announcements. 

 It has been described as the table of contents for the forthcoming passion narrative. 

 This announcement includes the Gentiles so Matthew does not use kill but crucify. 

 He wants to make explicit that Jesus will suffer an excruciating, non-Jewish execution. 
 

In all three announcements, his death is not a meaningless accident of history. 

It is part of God’s plan and Jesus was a knowing partner in the divine strategy. 

Jesus goes obediently to his death in accordance with the will of God. 
 

Why must the Messiah suffer? 

All three announcements stress the necessity of Jesus’ death but none suggest the reason. 

However, the purpose is revealed in verse 28 –  

Just as the Son of Man came not to be served but to serve, and to give his life a ransom for many 
 

As with the first announcement in 16:21, the third one is followed by a narrative that discloses 

how little the disciples understand what Jesus’ death meant for his followers.  In the first instance 

Peter was the culprit.  Now it is James and John who show their lack of understanding. 

 

Matthew 21:18-22 

The story of the withering of the fig tree provided the only example of a negative miracle. 

We find it difficult to believe Jesus would be so angry that he would curse a tree. 

The key to the story is found in verse 21 – 

If you have faith and do not doubt 
 

The Greek word doubt is different than the one used in 14:31 (and used on Peter). 

In this context the word means to lose confidence in the power of God. 
 



All of our prayer requests are to be concluded with – not my will but your will be done. 

We are encouraged to grow in faith and that is done one step at a time. 

Faith is not an end to itself. 

Ordinary Christians have found through prayer the strength … 

to do what they thought they could not do 

 

Matthew 22:23-33 

According to the Sadducees there was no resurrection of the dead.   

For them, there was no evidence in the books attributed to Moses. 

Their hostility is cloaked in a legal question. 

They hope to discredit Jesus before the crowds. 

 The legal issue concerns the application of the law to marriage. 

 Jesus states the resurrection will be life in the body … 

 but not a continuation of existence as we know it. 

 Any belief in the resurrection must be based on the power of God. 
 

Jesus cites a text from the Torah (Exodus 3:6). 

 It may sound unconvincing to us but it is significant because it recalls the covenant. 

 God, our creator, has the power to maintain relationships beyond the point of death. 

 Jesus prepares to go to death with the firm conviction that his Father is stronger than death. 

 Our understanding is reinforced by the resurrection of Jesus. 

 

Matthew 23 

This starts the fifth and final discourse in Matthew that goes through Chapter 25. 

The common thread in all three chapters is the theme of judgment. 
 

Caution – many of the individual sayings go back to Jesus but the original context has been lost. 

In Matthew the author intensifies his rhetoric. 

Criticisms are made against the religious opponents. 

 Some criticisms seem to be aimed at Christian teachers who interpret laws like the Pharisees. 

 The third criticism is towards those who are pompous and do not glorify God. 
 

There are seven woes: 

Most of the woes are more concerned with the teaching of the Pharisees and not their practice. 

The use of inappropriate oaths was common among the people. 

The opponents are criticized for paying too much attention to trivial matters. 

They neglect the central demands of the law – justice, mercy, and faith. 

Instead of debating the purity of dishes, they should be concerned with ethical behavior. 

 

The last woe is different from the other six woes. 

 It accuses the Pharisees of their connections with earlier Israelites who persecuted prophets. 

 They have the same negative attitude towards the messengers of God. 

 In rejecting Jesus and the disciples, the opponents are continuing the tradition. 
 

 

 

 

 



 

.00The final condemnation is found in verses 34-39.   

In Matthew we hear specific forms of persecution of Jewish-Christian missionaries. 

The violent rejection of the gospel will bring to an end God’s long-suffering. 

Now divine vengeance will be put on the current generation. 

Because the people followed the Pharisees in rejecting Jesus the whole nation is condemned. 
 

Matthew does not anticipate the conversion of Israel in the final moments of history. 

Following this final word of condemnation, the Messiah literally abandons the temple. 

And … Jesus prophesies its destruction. 
 

The hardening of Israel provided the opportunity for taking the gospel to the Gentiles. 
 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Sixth (and final) Session (October 11) 

Matthew 24:1 – 28:20 

 

Starting October 18 – November 15  

Life in the Spirit  

Led by Diane Miller  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


